Name: Moonikles.
Name Pronunciation: [MOON-ick-uhls].
Titles from highest to lowest: Stargazer. Sanguinati Apprentice
of Magic – Fourth level.

Magic Affiliation: Sanguinati.

Sanguinati Coven: Cryptic Chambers.

Education: Mystic Steeples.
Sanguinati Apprentice of Magic – Fourth level.

Address: Moonikles, like most stargazers, lives in the Observatory Tower at
Mystic Steeples in Severance, Hoopenfangia. Stargazers are offered housing in
the adjoining tower to the observatory, or they may have their own home in
Mystic City.
Date & Place of Birth: November 15, 1985. His parents found Moonikles, as an
infant, in the back seat of their centaur-drawn carriage one moonlit evening.
They suspected their female centaur had given birth to Moonikles, but he didn’t
have any anatomy of a horse whatsoever, and the centaurs had refused to talk
about how the baby got there.
Height/Weight/Physical Description: Moonikles is a short, fat, and jolly
stargazer whose neck ruff comes up to his lips because he has no neck. The dark
circles around Moonikles’ eyes and puffy cheeks deepen when he giggles. He is
always eating black candy on a stick and getting dribbles on his white ruff. He
resembles a squatty snowman when he waddles.
Stargazers wear black robe and purple-striped underclothes.
Citizenship/Ethnic Origin: Severance, Hoopenfangia. / Caucasian.
Parents' Names & Occupations: His family (not mentioned) pulled some
strings with Mystic Ministry to get him an apprenticeship and a job as a
stargazer.
Friends' Names & Occupations: Stargazer Zeferen Siam.
Familiar: Moonikles has a spotted rabbit named Guy — short for Guy Who
Attacked Me.
Social Class: Middle.
Education: Moonikles is a Sanguinati apprentice of magic. He is only in his Level
Four apprenticeship because he struggles to learn new things. He is determined

to keep his job and someday finish his apprenticeship. He was given the job as a
stargazer for three reasons: 1) Because he can stare at the sky for hours. 2) He
is willing to do anything. 3) His family pulled some strings with Mystic Ministry.
Employer: Mystic Steeples. Moonikles is assigned work at Grossatete
Sanatorium mostly.
Magic Specialties: Stargazing.
Magic Wand and Staff: Moonikles has the typical magic staff that the
stargazers use: The staff itself is comprised of an alchemical blend of metals on a
four-plus-foot ornate shaft with the spinning metal likeness of the planet Saturn
on the tip.
Salary: Middle income.
Community Status: He is a low man on the totem pole.
Job-Related Skills: Stargazers convene in an observatory called the Seat of the
Assembly of Stargazers. As a stargazer, he is one track minded and studies the
movements and voices of the stars, planets, and constellations, and he
documents them. He assists in conducting and gathering the Progress Gauge
Reports and he personally hands the completed reports to either Head Magister
Crumpecker or to the soothsayers.
Political Beliefs/Affiliations: Over time, Moonikles is secretly leaning toward
Progressive Sanguinati.
Voice: Moonikles uses clipped words and lots of giggles. He unintentionally says
things that are insensitive but funny, if only to himself.
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